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ABSTRACT

The authors report on the theoretical and experimental studies of laser-induced optical breakdown on the surface of fused silica to elucidate
the influence of time delay and spatial separation between two ultrashort pulses on the position and size of the modification. Carriers
involved in the damage formation including free electrons in the conduction band and self-trapped excitons (STEs) are investigated. The
relationship between damage morphology and time delay shows that the seeding carriers (free electrons and STEs) generated from the first
pulse are found to play a significant role for the second pulse—which is temporally and spatially separated from the first pulse—in creating
the critical electron density needed for an optical breakdown. Consequently, processing outcomes, such as accuracy (position of the hole)
and resolution (size of the hole), depend on the interplay of various laser-induced physics that can be tailored for specific goals. As a dem-
onstration, laser lithography with resolution below the diffraction limit is achieved by exploiting multipulse induced physics. This work is a
step toward repeatable laser processing of dielectrics beyond the diffraction limit and provides insights into ultrafast laser-matter interaction
under the condition of an extremely high pulse repetition rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Minimal thermal effects associated with ultrafast laser ablation
have enabled high-precision processing of a wide range of materials
including metals, semiconductors, dielectrics, and polymers.1–4

However, the understanding of the fundamental mechanism
involved in ultrafast laser ablation and the exploration of processing
methods suitable for industrial use are still incomplete. Two basic
physical processes including multiphoton ionization (MPI) and
avalanche ionization (AI) are known to be involved in the accumu-
lation of free electron density during the damage formation. A rate-
equation model that takes MPI and AI into account has been pro-
posed by Stuart et al.5–7 to describe the change of free electron
density (n) during the damage formation. They showed that elec-
trons in the conduction band (CB) generated by AI can achieve the

critical plasma density when enough seed electrons are produced
by MPI at a peak laser intensity of 12 TW/cm2 for fused silica.
Li et al.8 added an electron decay term n/τ (where τ is the electron
decay time) into the rate equation for a more realistic description
of an optical breakdown in fused silica. Sudrie et al.9 replaced the
MPI term with Keldysh’s theory, where the electric field E instead
of laser intensity I was considered as the fundamental parameter
for photoionization. Wu et al.10 included the maximum valence-
band (VB) electron density in the model based on their transmis-
sivity and reflectivity measurements with fused silica. These and
other researchers’ works show that AI plays a considerable role in
the increase of CB free electron density for the damage formation,
providing the possibility that precisely controlling free electron
density around the critical electron density can achieve novel fabri-
cation results. Joglekar et al.11 verified this possibility by using
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1053 nm laser pulse of repetition rate 1.5 kHz and pulse width
800 fs. They were able to generate a laser damage spot of size
43.2 × 38.4 nm2 and a scanning channel of width 30.9 nm on
glass substrates. In addition, they pointed out that AI should be
considered as dominant during the damage formation. However,
it remains debatable whether AI plays a significant role in the
optical breakdown by femtosecond laser pulses with a shorter
pulse duration. Temnov et al.12 found that six-photon ionization
is the dominant ionization mechanism in fused silica at the
intensity of approximately 10 TW/cm2 for a laser wavelength of
800 nm. However, achieving nanosized structures by “threshold-
ing” is very sensitive to pulse-to-pulse fluctuation. It is possible
to prove that the decrease of free electron density is very sensi-
tive to the decrease of laser intensity when laser intensity is very
close to the damage threshold. From this point of view, using
single-pulse “thresholding” for below-diffraction-limit lithogra-
phy has limited repeatability. Englert et al.13 applied asymmetric
temporal pulse train to surface processing on fused silica with
the size below the diffraction limit. Yu et al.14 reported experi-
mental results of 300 nm feature generated on fused silica using
a near-infrared femtosecond laser pulse seeded by an ultraviolet
pulse with the consideration of self-trapped excitons (STEs). The
significance of STEs was demonstrated in an earlier study by
Grojo et al.15

The present work explores the potential of using temporally
and spatially separated laser pulses to generate laser ablation within
a size smaller than the diffraction limit on the surface of fused
silica. Using computer simulation, the mechanism of femtosecond
laser ablation in fused silica including PI (photoionization, includ-
ing MPI and tunneling ionization), AI, and STEs will be investi-
gated. The purpose is to identify a simple and yet effective model
to relate processing parameters with damage size and position.
Next, experimental results of laser ablation by using temporally and
spatially separated femtosecond laser pulses will be shown to dem-
onstrate the potential of controlling damage size and position by
tuning the delay time between two cross-polarized spatially sepa-
rated pulses.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Laser pulses of duration 167 fs, 1 kHz repetition rate, and 1030 nm
center wavelength are provided by a femtosecond laser system
(Pharos, Light Conversion). At the laser output, the beam is line-
arly polarized with the E-field parallel to the optical table. The
beam is passed through a 50:50 beam splitter (BS1), which splits
the beam into two arms (Beam 1 and Beam 2). There is a delay
line consisting of two mirrors (M2 and M3) mounted on a linear
translation stage (TS) in Beam 2. By moving TS, the delay time
(Δt) of the pulses between Beam 1 and Beam 2 is adjusted with a
temporal resolution of 0.67 fs. In this experiment, the range of
delay time between two pulses is from –1 to 1 ps with a step of
100 fs. The negative delay means that Beam 1 (lower spot in the
inset of Fig. 1) arrives at the sample first. The polarization of Beam
1 is turned vertical by a half-wave plate (HWP), so the two beams
are cross-polarized to avoid interference. Beam 1 is the vertically
polarized beam (VPB) and Beam 2 is the horizontally polarized

beam (HPB). VPB and HPB are focused on the front surface of a
fused silica sample by a lens that has a focal length of 300 mm. The
spatial separation of two beams is achieved by tuning a mirror
(M6) and observing the separation using a camera (not shown)
located directly behind the sample. In this experiment, the spatial
separation of the two pulses is 20 μm (the 1/e2 spot size of each
beam is 23 μm). The zero temporal delay is found using the tech-
nique of field autocorrelation, by which the delay-dependent inter-
ference signal is fitted with a Gaussian function, and Δt = 0 is
determined as the peak of the Gaussian profile. It should be noted
that the two beams are copolarized only for determining Δt = 0.
Two variable-neutral-density filters (VND1 and VND2) are used to
control the laser powers of Beam 1 and 2, respectively. In this
experiment, both beams are kept below the single-shot damage
threshold, which is measured as 2.14 J/cm2. The sample after laser
irradiation is examined by a bright-field microscope and phase-
contrast microscopy for damage size measurement and surface
morphology analysis.

III. MODEL

To understand the formation of laser damage in fused silica
by temporally and spatially separated femtosecond laser pulses, a
model that consists of the electron density rate equation, the STE
rate equation, and Keldysh’s equation of photoionization9 are used
as follows:

dne
dt

¼ (WPI þ ηIne) 1� ne
nmax

� �
þ σ jI

jnSTE � ne
τe
, (1)

dnSTE
dt

¼ ne
τe

� σ jI
jnSTE � nSTE

τSTE
, (2)

WPI(jEj) ¼ 2ω
9π

ωm

�h
ffiffiffi
Γ

p
� �3/2

Q(γ, x) exp(�α x þ 1h i): (3)

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. BS1 and BS2, beam splitter; HWP, half-wave plate;
TS, translation stage; VND1 and VND2, variable-neutral-density filter; M1 to M6,
silver mirrors; FS, fused silica sample. Insets show the spatial and temporal
relation between two beams as observed on the sample.
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In this model, the contribution from two types of carriers is
included. One is free electron density in CB and the other is STE
density accumulated by decayed free electrons. Here, ne is the free
electron density in the conduction band and nSTE represents the STE
density. The source of free electrons in CB includes the free electrons
excited from VB through PI (including MPI and tunneling ioniza-
tion) and AI processes, and free electrons re-excited from STEs
through MPI. The source of STE is the decay of CB free electron, and
the initial value of nSTE is assumed as 0. As for the PI process, WPI

denotes the rate of photoionization. γ ¼ ω
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mUi

p
/eE is the adiabatic-

ity parameter for solids, where m ¼ 0:635me is the reduced mass of
electrons and holes in solids (me is the electron mass). ω is the laser
frequency, and Ui is the bandgap of fused silica. E ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2I/n0ε0c
p

is
the amplitude of input electrical field, where n0 is the refractive
index of fused silica, ε0 is vacuum permittivity, and c is the speed
of light in vacuum. Other parameters involved in the calculation
of WPI are defined according to Ref. 7 as Γ ¼ γ2/(γ2 þ 1),
Ξ ¼ 1� Γ, Q(γ, x)¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

π/2K(Ξ)
p �P1

n¼0 exp(�nα)Φ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β(nþ 2ν)

p� �
,

α ¼ π(K(Γ)�E(Γ))
E(Ξ) , β ¼ π2

4K(Ξ)E(Ξ), x ¼ 2
π
Ui
�hω

1ffiffi
Γ

p E(Ξ), and ν ¼ x þ 1h i � x,

where xh i denotes the integer part of the value x, K and E denote
the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind, respec-
tively, and Φ is the Dawson function Φ(z) ¼ Ð z

0 exp(y
2 � z2)dy.

AI is modeled in the term ηIne, where η is the avalanche coefficient
and I is the laser intensity. η is adjusted between 4 ± 0.5 cm2/J to
get a good fitting to the experimental data. I ¼ 2Pin/(PRR � πw2

0τp)
is the laser intensity, where Pin is the input laser power, PRR is the
pulse repetition rate, w0 is the beam radius at the focal point, and
τp is the pulse duration. nmax is the available VB electron density.
τe is the trapping time of CB electrons and τSTE is the decay rate of
STE. We use j = 6 for STE ionization cross section σj. The decay
time of these electrons is 150 fs and all of them are assumed to
decay into defect states that have a bandgap of 2 eV. In this work,
these three equations are solved simultaneously by means of finite
difference to obtain the spatial and temporal dependence of the

free electron density. The initial value of ne is ni at the surface of
the sample before the laser pulse arrives. η is the only free parame-
ter in the fitting. The parameters used in the simulation are listed
in Table I.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental results

The delay time between two pulses is varied from –1 to 1 ps
with a step of 100 fs, which is shorter than the pulse duration. It
has been shown that the delay has an important effect on free-
carrier density distribution in double- and multiple-pulse induced
damages.16,17 However, the delay used in previous studies is typi-
cally longer than the pulse duration.6 By changing the delay in a
step less than or comparable to the laser pulse duration, it is possi-
ble to observe how the laser properties influence the change of free-
carrier density and damage morphology.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the central position of the damage
changes at different delay times. The deviation from the center line
[red in Fig. 2(a)] is plotted in Fig. 2(b). The damage center will
first deviate from the center of the two beams at shorter delays
(<300 fs) and then returns to the original position at longer delays
(300 fs to 1 ps).

Figure 3 shows the change of laser damage shape and size
measured and simulated at different delay times ranging from –600
to 600 fs with the step of 100 fs. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), two-
dimensional experimental damages are measured by the bright-
field microscope and the phase-contrast microscope, respectively.
Each damage spot is measured three times to reduce experimental
error. The damage shape changes from elliptical to “tear-drop”
shape before 200 fs and then becomes smaller circles after 200 fs.
The damage diameter slightly decreases before 200 fs and then
sharply decreases after 200 fs.

TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulation.

Symbol Description Value

Constants me Free electron mass 0.91 × 10−30 kg
ε0 Vacuum permittivity 8.854 × 10−12 F/m
e Electron charge 1.602 × 10−19 C
ħ Planck’s constant 1.06 × 10−34 J/s

Laser properties λ0 Center wavelength 1030 nm
ω Laser frequency 1.83 × 1018 Hz
w0 Beam radius at focal point 24 μm
τp Pulse duration 167 fs

Material properties Ui Bandgap 9.0 eV (Ref. 7)
m Effective mass of electron 0.86me (Ref. 7)
τe Electron trapping time 150 fs (Ref. 6)
τSTE STE decay time 1 ps (Ref. 6)
η Avalanche ionization coefficient 4 ± 0.5 cm2/J
n0 Refractive index of fused silica 1.45 (Ref. 7)
ni Initial CB electron density 1017 cm–3 (Ref. 6)
σj STE ionization cross section 0.0001 (TW cm−2)–6 ps−1 (Ref. 15)
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The depth of the damage is measured and shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4(a) shows the depth profile of the damage at different delay
times 0, 100, 300, and 600 fs. It is clearly seen that the depth of the
damage decreases with increasing delay time. From Fig. 4(b), it can
be seen that a sharp decrease of depth occurs when the delay time
changes from 0 to 200 fs followed by a slow decrease of depth
when delay time is longer than 200 fs, which is very similar to the
trend of the damage size at different delay times.

B. Discussion

Figure 2 identifies two key properties of the damage change.
First, the damage forms at the place where the first pulse arrives at
the sample surface when the delay time is longer than 100 fs.
Second, the damage center deviates from the overlapping region of
the two beams at first and then returns to the center at a longer

delay time. These two properties are due to the change of free elec-
tron and STE density distribution at different delay times as shown
in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

The three pictures of the left column in Fig. 5(a) show how
the densities of CB free electron and STE change during the
damage formation. When the delay time is zero, the initial free
electrons of the substrate are excited by both pulses at the same

FIG. 2. Change of damage position with different delays. (a) Phase-contrast
image of experimental results (upper figure) and software-processed image
(lower figure). (b) Deviation from the center line [red line in (a)] measured as a
function of delay. The error bars are plotted at the level of ±1 standard deviation
of the mean.

FIG. 3. Experimental damage morphology and fitting results of different delay
times. (a) 2D experimental damage morphology measured by a bright-field
microscope. (b) 2D experimental damage morphology measured by a phase-
contrast microscope. (c) Experimental and fitting results of damage size. Dots:
experimental data. Stars: fitting result. The error bars are plotted at the level of
±1 standard deviation of the mean.
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time. The density of free electrons is symmetrically distributed in
the areas of the first and second pulses and thus the damage is at
the center of the two laser focal areas.

When the delay time is larger than zero but shorter than
150 fs,14 the latter of which is the decay time of free electron in the
conduction band, some of the free electrons, which were origi-
nally excited by the first laser pulse, decays to the STE states. The
remaining free electrons in the conduction band become the seed
electrons for generating new free electrons by the second laser
pulse. Compared to the condition of zero delay time, the seed

electron density is smaller in the place where the second pulse is
incident. Thus, the density of free electron is smaller in the area
of the second pulse leading to the damage size is smaller in the
area of the second pulse. Though the damage size changes in the
area of the second pulse, the damage center is still the same as the
condition of zero delay.

The condition becomes complicated when the delay time is
longer than 150 fs14 but shorter than 1 ps,14 the latter of which is
the lifetime of STE. The changes in the CB free electron and
STE densities are shown in three figures on the right column in
Fig. 5(a). Two cases should be considered in these figures. First,
when the delay time is longer than 150 fs but shorter than 400 fs,
most of the free electrons excited by the first pulse decay to STE
states leaving a small amount of free electrons in CB. Both of the
free electrons from STE states and the remaining free electrons
excited by the first pulse become the source of seed electrons for
the second pulse. Second, when the delay time is equal to or
longer than 400 fs, almost all of the free electrons excited by first
pulse decay to the STE states. The free electrons ionized from the
STE states mainly contribute to the seed electrons for the second

FIG. 4. Damage depth profile and depth change at different delay times. (a)
Damage depth profile at different delay times. (b) Maximum depth measured at
different delay times. The error bars are plotted at the level of ±1 standard devi-
ation of the mean.

FIG. 5. Simulation results of free-carrier density change at different delay times.
(a) Free-carrier density change when delay time is 0 and 600 fs. (b) 2D simula-
tion of the free electron density distribution.
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pulse. Spatially, in these two cases, the density of seed electrons
for the second pulse is very small in the area of the second pulse
leading to a localized damage formation in the area of the first
pulse. Thus, the damage forms at the place where the first pulse
is incident on the substrate. More importantly, the change in the
damage center is different in these two cases. In the first case, the
STE density becomes larger when the delay time increases, and,
thus, the seed electron density for the second pulse becomes
larger. The spatial distribution of STE is similar to the Gaussian
distribution, which is large at the center but small at the edge.
The range of CB free electron density, therefore, becomes larger,
which is from the edge of the first laser beam toward the laser
beam center. This expansion of range leads to the result that the
damage center moves toward the laser beam center of the first
pulse. But the result in the second case is contrary to the first
case. This is because of the decay of STE. In the second case
where delay Δt > 400 fs, STE becomes the only source for the seed
electrons and the density of STE decreases when the delay time is
longer. Thus, the range of CB free electron density becomes nar-
rowed, which is from the edge of the first beam toward the edge
of the second beam leading to a change of damage center toward
the edge of the laser beam of the first pulse. Finally, the damage
forms at the overlapping area of the two pulses. From this point
of view, the change of damage center depends on the STE density
when the delay time is longer than the decay time of free elec-
trons, and it is possible to control the damage formation at the
overlapping area of two pulses.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the changes in laser damage shape
and size measured and simulated at different delay times. The delay
time changes from –600 to 600 fs. In Fig. 3(a), there is a significant
change in the damage shape from elliptical to “tear-drop” shape at
100 fs and then from the “tear-drop” shape to circle at 200 fs. The
same trend also exists in the change of damage diameter as shown
in Fig. 3(b). This trend could be explained by the change in the free
electron and STE densities at different delay times. As discussed
above, the decay of free electrons excited by the first pulse leads to
a localization of final free electrons excited by the second pulse in
the area of the first pulse. Thus, the elliptical shape of damage
changes to the “tear-drop” shape at first and then becomes circular.
The damage size is measured along the long axis of the ellipse and
thus the change of size follows the same trend. More importantly,
the smallest damage size is around 4 μm, which is smaller than the
diffraction limit of 20 μm in the optical system of this study.
The change in the damage depth at different delay times shares
a similar trend to the change of the damage size as shown in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). This could be explained by the change of free
electron density as follows. The free electrons are not only excited
by the laser at the surface of the sample but also along the laser
propagation direction. The mechanism between free electron and
STE occurs at the surface and also along the laser propagation
direction. Thus, the phenomena at the surface should also occur
along the propagation direction.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, experiments and simulations of ultrafast laser-
induced damage on fused silica by temporally and spatially separated

pulses are conducted. The position of damage formation is found to
depend on the free-carrier distribution generated by the first pulse.
More importantly, the damage center deviates from the center of
overlapping area at first and then returns to the center when the
delay time is larger than the lifetime of free electrons but shorter
than the lifetime of STE. This is due to the change of STE density
and provides a possibility that the damage can be controlled to
form at the overlapping area with a damage size smaller than the
diffraction limit. In addition, the changes in the damage morphol-
ogy at the surface and depth along the laser beam propagation
direction share a similar trend, and the decay of free electrons,
which are originally produced by the first pulse, leads to a sharp
change in the shape, size, and depth when the delay time is shorter
than the lifetime of free electrons. A simple but effective model
including the STE density rate equation is developed to simulate the
free-carrier density during the damage formation.
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